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Diversity Dialogue #1: Identifying White Male Privilege 

Participants were asked to have a discussion at their table and text their responses to the following 

question:  What does White Male Privilege look like in the workplace and everyday life? 

Here are the Participant Poll Responses: 

 WMP means you can CHOOSE to live entirely in white segregation. 

 White people can choose to visit spaces where they are the minority or not. People of color rarely 

have a choice in this matter 

 Business and advancement is about relationships, so with whom are you more comfortable building 

relationships? 

 The same system that privileges white men can divide those who aren't privileged 

 Most things are normalized toward YOU. 

 White men mentor other white men. 

 Black Woman being removed from job applications lists immediately because of their name 

 White men never worry about being thought of as a shoplifter in a store 

 Am I being punished for being a white male? Sometimes it feels that way. 

 White men have the privilege of prioritizing their individuality over the identity of the group they 

belong to 

 Don't have to work at finding strategies to belong or be in power 

 Get accustomed to being comfortable 

 WMP looks like seeing more people like you as peers or in leadership 

 People assume white men are authorities on a subject regardless of context 

 Identifying assumed entitlements and equal opportunities for advancement, now new rules, that 

were once invisible, and they are not yet defined. 

 Sometimes even when the intent is the same it's viewed differently if for instance you raise your 

voice people can perceive you as angry when the truth 

 Men speak over women easily 

 Men selected first over equally competent women 

 "- Men are showcased while women are ""snarky"" for the same tone or behavior 

- leadership traits are aggressive, assertive, challenging, has all the answer" 

 Men overpower the conversation 

 There is self-reinforcement of sexism by women 

 Men overpower the conversation and benefits of the company to suit them and their own 

 The rules have changed 

 The good old boys network is a big deal 

 Unconscious images depicting white as good and dark as bad. 

 A woman is often considered emotional when she is passionate about something where a man 

shows strength and power 
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 White male union workers get first shift 

 Even people of similar ranks have issues. A man can make jokes that a woman can't 

 ENTITLEMENT 

 How do we fix it? 

 Control 

 Better opportunities for the white male 

 Feeling like something is being "taken away" from them 

 Speaks over others 

 Visual bias, ideas of a person based on appearance 

 Automatically perceived as intelligent not having to prove themselves 

 Union workers are diminishing but there the pay is equal 

 Anticipation and expectation of competence 

 Not invisible 

 People assume white males should be in power so we just "go with it" 

 Invisible 

 Make decisions that impact people they know nothing about 

 Invisible biases 

 Don't always pick up on certain things because it doesn't directly affect us 

 Your voice is heard. You speak when you have anything to say. You are asked your opinion and it is 

seriously considered, responded to, acted on. 

 Mansplaining 

 Something that I can't change 

 Dismissive 

 Nepotism 

 Don't notice until others bring it to your attention 

 Can criticize government without being seen as un-American 

 Good 'ole boys network - alive & well 

 Give up power and humble ourselves unnecessarily 

 More money 

 Higher positions 

 The "norm", the standard 

 Not having to see race 

 Nepotism: a white male can promote who they choose and have it come to fruition. 

 Decision making 

 Don't even notice anymore because it's the "norm" 

 Seeing people who are like you 

 Favoritism 

 People tend to defer more to the white male 

 Access to opportunities 
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 Less amount of time to speak in meetings 

 Not taken as seriously 

 Talked over in meetings 


